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Arianna Funk: First, I have to ask 

what all of our readers want to know: what 

are you wearing right now?

Justin Squizzero: What am I 

wearing? Right now a pair of Levi’s Jeans—

Levi is my middle name, after all—

a checked button-down shirt, and a wool 

sweater. If I’m not in costume at the farm, 

I wear a brown T-shirt with the museum 

logo on it to help visitors know that I’m 

staff. When I’m in costume this time of 

year [fall], I’m wearing a linen shirt, linen 

breeches, wool waistcoat, wool frock coat, 

silk handkerchief, wool stockings, leather 

shoes, and a felt hat. It’s getting chilly.

AF: I know you’re well versed in many 

aspects of living history interpretation, but 

you obviously have a passion for historical 

costume. What about it appeals to you?

JS: My interest in historical clothing 

really began as a child reenactor. We’d 

come back from reenacting events and I’d 

want to keep in the moment, and the only 

thing I could come up with to keep that 

going at home was to make clothes. My 

mother made all of our reenacting clothes 

then and she was definitely into it, which 

I’m sure played an important part. I can 

drying by the fireplace, all while interact-

ing with museum interpreters. Justin 

Squizzero, Coggeshall’s Director of Historic 

Interpretation and a costume scholar, serves 

as the farm’s tailor, dressmaker, weaver, 

and knitter. Coggeshall Farm Museum is an 

excellent example of how such museums 

can be living archives of dress.

vividly remember her coming to my first 

grade class in her 1860s Civil War clothes 

and showing off her hoop skirt to twenty 

kids who had no idea what was going on. 

When I was nine, she and I made my first 

piece of clothing—a pair of eighteenth 

century fustian breeches.1 They were com-

pletely machine sewn. A lot has changed 

since then.!In my early teens, I started get-

ting interested in museum work and began 

reevaluating what I was doing and why, 

and that’s when my interest shifted into 

learning how the garments were actually 

made in the past and what that meant for 

the people who produced and wore them.

AF: The study of historical dress for use 

at living history museums is notorious for 

its oscillating judgment of what constitutes 

accurate historical dress, effected through-

out the years by forefather worship, budget 

constraints, and other pressures. I think 

your dedication to research and historical

practice makes the garments you’ve built 

for the farm very valuable to the field. 

Can you talk a little about the process, 

research, material sourcing, and so on? 

Do you feel that there are concessions you 

have to make because these are contem-

porary people you are clothing?

JS: Theoretically, all of the costumes 

begin with exhaustive research. Practi-

cally however—I’ll be honest—we’re not 

completely there yet.!My knowledge of 

clothing in Bristol, Rhode Island in 1799 

is extremely limited, but like every other 

aspect of our living history museum, it’s a 

continually evolving understanding that’s 

aimed at a moving target. That’s the beauty

of it. Our museum has extremely limited 

resources and clothing, which have rela-

tively short lifespans and will be replaced 

within two or three years. So my priority 
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      Historical clothing archives, buried 

in tissue paper in climate-controlled 

spaces deep within our most celebrated 

museums, are most often thought of as 

the dominion of collections managers. But 

historic house museums that employ his-

torically clothed interpreters who actively 

engage visitors with objects and lifestyles 

of the past constitute a different kind of 

archive. Instead of conventional practices, 

such as static mannequin displays and 

secluded storage, the staff in these 

museums recreate and wear historical 

clothing to interpret the occupations, class 

levels, and time periods represented at the 

institution. While not authentic historical 

objects, these recreated garments present 

an opportunity to preserve a more dynamic 

and active understanding of this clothing, 

removing the preciousness so often 

ascribed to dress objects in gallery settings.

     The employees of Coggeshall Farm 

Museum in Bristol, Rhode Island, interpret 

life and work on a coastal farm in 1799. 

Visitors have the privilege of seeing historical 

clothing on real bodies that are moving 

and working in an environment where 

sweat and dirt are unavoidable. They can 

touch the hand-woven linen of a man’s 

shirt, see billowing underclothes on the 

clothesline, perhaps even smell wet wool 

1 Fustian is a heavy, coarse, and durable woven cloth used primarily in lower-class menswear in past centuries.

Fig. 2 Coggeshall Farm Museum, 2011, Bristol, Rhode Island. Courtesy of Dan Connolly.

Note: Justin Squizzero is the Director of Historic Interpretation at Coggeshall Farm Museum, as well as a one-man 

     Wardrobe Department. He makes many of the historical clothing reproductions worn by employees of the farm,  

     including his own. Here he is wearing a vest sewn from fabric he wove at Eaton Hill Textile Works in Vermont.

fig. 2

fig. 1

Fig. 1 Coggeshall Farm Museum, 2011, Bristol, Rhode Island. Courtesy of Steven Squizzero.

Note: Farm manager Shelley Otis milks the cows in a dress made by Justin Squizzero, seen in the background. The 

     piecing of the dress keeps with the fashionable silhouette of the 1790s, but allows for farm work; the 

     linen is cool and lightweight.
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has been to create garments that are as 

accurate as I can make them with what’s 

available, but to not let the perfect be 

the enemy of the good. If I did that, our 

staff would be perfectly naked instead of 

costumed with good clothes. 

Often, factual information that would 

inspire these recreations comes from legal 

documents. But of those Bristol probate 

inventories that survive, almost none 

include our economic bracket, and the 

ones that do, list no women’s clothes. 

Not one. Even in households that clearly 

contained women, like those that list 

“the widow of the deceased,” none of her 

clothes are included. At this point, I don’t 

know why. Newspaper ads from the period 

and area are somewhat more helpful. 

Most include lengthy lists of imported 

fabrics available for sale which gives me 

the impression that here on the coast, so 

close to Newport—one of the five largest 

cities in colonial America—and Providence, 

most people including tenant farmers 

probably had relatively easy access to 

imported clothing materials and fashions. 

New England portraits also help to confirm 

some general impressions about the cut 

of clothes, particularly on women, during 

this volatile period in women’s dress. 

The next place I look is at surviving gar-

ments. Several collections have women’s 

gowns dating to our period, which help 

to confirm some assumptions about the 

general aesthetic at the end of the 1790s. 

These are the same garments that guide 

cut and construction. Most of my access 

to them comes through the web and books, 

because of my limited time to get out 

and study them in person. Fortunately, 

there are some really great resources out 

there that have proved invaluable. After 

that, it’s a matter of deciding what we 

need practically. If, say, Farm Manager 

Jonny is only going to be working on site 

in costume when he’s engaged in really 

messy farm work, he has absolutely no 

need for anything but tough work clothes. 

If Farm Manager Shelley is going to be 

milking, she’s going to need short hems 

and sleeves and washable garments. 

Shoes are proving the trickier challenge. 

The little shoes often worn by ladies at 

this time don’t stay on all that well in a 

sloppy barnyard and some of our staff 

have real health concerns that prevent 

them from wearing the most accurate 

shoes, so I’ve made a few concessions to 

accommodate those needs. I can’t cripple 

any of the employees on legal and moral 

bases. The materials for creating these 

garments, as well as finished objects such 

as shoes, come primarily from a few select 

sources that cater to eighteenth century 

living history types. I do ask if there are 

any colors that someone absolutely can’t 

stand to wear knowing that those clothes 

just won’t get worn, no matter how correct

 they are. I can attest to having done that 

personally on more than one occasion.

AF: What is so important about 

accuracy in reconstructions of clothing?

JS: I’m going to reverse your question 

and ask what’s so important about inac-

curacy in reconstructed costume. Living 

history museums like ours depend on their 

staff to convey the bulk of the historical 

information to the visitors. In that respect, 

clothing is the most important part of the 

exhibit to get correct. If the costume on 

an interpreter is obviously incorrect, 

it lessens their credibility for the visitor. 

Compare it to a traditional static exhibit 

that uses text panels instead of live 

interpreters: the presentation is key. If 

the panel is professionally printed, it lends 

weight to the information that the same 

text handwritten with a marker on a piece 

of paper just doesn’t.

AF: Or when the panels have typos! 

I hate that. I feel like incorrect dress is like 

a typo—not every visitor may catch the 

error, but there should be a strong team 

and strong research behind the work in 

order to avoid those missteps. What do 

you think are some of the challenges?

JS: I think the biggest challenge in 

accurately reproducing pre-industrial 

costume—without sewing machines—

s money. Labor costs are astronomically 

high compared to any other expense.!It 

costs us between $1,500 and $2,500 to 

produce a single set of clothes for one in-

terpreter. If that interpreter needs to work

in both summer and winter you can easily 

double those figures. It’s a huge investment.

AF: What is most valuable to you about 

interactions visitors have with interpreters 

wearing this clothing you’ve made?

JS: I personally enjoy introducing 

people to an entirely different way of 

thinking about clothes than they’re used 

to. Most of our visitors have never even 

heard of bespoke clothing,2 let alone 

owned any. Getting people’s minds 

around the amount of time and energy 

that was put into keeping people clothed 

in the past is something that I enjoy. 

The idea that even ordinary clothes 

were valuable to people is an important 

difference between a 1790s mindset and 

a modern one, and if the clothing we’re 

showing isn’t accurate, we can’t convey 

such aspects of eighteenth century life.

AF: This spring, the farm hosted the 

annual New England Regional Conference 

of ALHFAM,3 the tagline of which was, 

“Presenting Local History to a Distant 

Audience.” How is “local” represented 

in the clothing your interpreters wear, 

if at all?

JS: I’m still in the process of research-

ing the particulars of what was worn 

in Bristol. As I mentioned before, there 

is little town-specific information 

available.!I see “localness” expressed 

in concentric spheres, from very broad 

to very specific. The farm represents 

American, New England, and Bristol 

identities, with many layers in between. 

These spheres can sometimes be 

cut through or connected by cultural 

conditions like religious affiliation, oc-

cupations, settlement history and other 

classifications that aren’t solely regional. 

Right now, we’re only able to work in the 

coastal New England sphere due to lack 

of Bristol-specific sources, but the more 

we learn, the more local the sphere we 

represent can become.

2 Bespoke clothing is custom-made specifically for one person using an extensive set of measurements taken from 

  his or her body.

3 The Association for Living History, Farm and Agricultural Museums.

fig. 3

Fig. 3 Coggeshall Farm Museum, Bristol, Rhode Island, 2011, Courtesy of Justin Squizzero.  

Note: Close-up of the back of the dress, which was made entirely by hand. This can be painstaking and time con-

     suming, but the results are exquisite, seen here in the precise matching of pleating and stripes at the 

     waist. Sewing by hand also reflects contemporary practice, as the sewing machine wasn’t invented until the 

     middle of the nineteenth century.
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AF: Right. As with all things, honesty 

is best. Along the same lines, almost all 

aspects of textiles and clothing, including 

production, were bound by a distinct 

gender split at the end of the eighteenth 

century. The farm’s interpreters interact 

with visitors from a third-person point 

of view, instead of first-person, which is 

used at Plimoth Plantation and Mystic 

Seaport.4 This means your interpreters 

can speak as twenty-first century people, 

and their actions and interactions are not 

bound by the conventions of 1799. Do 

you still make an effort to show gender-

appropriate work? What parts of your 

personal interest in making and working 

with textiles can be shown in the context 

of this decade of American history, and 

how do you manage those that cannot?

JS: We aim to interpret gender-

appropriate work, but are by no means 

slavish to it. Our staff is far too small to 

try to be. Instead we just explain whatever 

task men or women typically did, and move 

on to whatever the bigger theme is. In the 

winter I spend a lot of time sewing in front 

of our visitors. Some of the tailoring I do 

was practiced by men professionally, but 

the linen sewing and gown making wasn’t. 

I just let people know if what I’m doing was 

usually carried out by women and then 

just get into the cool stuff: construction, 

cost, maintenance, material.

AF: How do you approach the issue of 

never being able to replicate history? 

Does the third-person format of inter-

pretation predicate or eliminate that 

issue?!You aren’t replicating historic 

events, but instead practices. How does 

that affect clothing choices?

JS: By and large our clothes are all work 

clothes since that’s what our program’s 

focus is on. We have very little clothing 

that is meant for formal occasions since 

we don’t recreate those situations. Our 

museum doesn’t include a meetinghouse, 

so our interpreters never demonstrate 

church services at the museum. Thus, 

there aren’t any church-going clothes. 

If we find ourselves recreating more of 

those types of activities, then we’ll obvi-

ously need to expand our supply.

AF: In light of this discussion, is it fair 

or appropriate to call your work with the 

museum a living archive? Does preservation 

through reconstruction and usage constitute 

archiving? I feel like it’s a more dynamic 

form of archival storage, documenting 

and sustaining not only clothing, but also 

its use. Even though you’re not currently 

able to find sources like a farmer’s breeches 

found in a chest in Bristol along with his 

wife’s diary noting the day in June 1799 

on which she finished them, the context-

ualization and use of accurate clothing 

that you make available to visitors seems 

to me just as valuable as the embroidered 

silk suits of the same period hanging in 

darkness in storage at the Met.

JS: If anything, I’m an apprentice 

archivist. I think that the way clothes 

are made and used does constitute an 

important part of the understanding of 

historical clothing. People living in the 

eighteenth century didn’t make their 

clothing to be dressed on a mannequin, 

unless we’re talking about effigy clothes.5 

Learning how they work on a body is vital. 

We can’t do that with the artifacts, so 

reconstructions have to stand in their 

place. The more accurate the reconstruc-

tion, the more accurate our knowledge. 

I’ve had these philosophical debates 

with myself about just how far we have 

to go to get it right. I’ve been concerned 

that sheep-fed commercial grain instead 

of grass won’t produce the right kind of 

wool, and if that wool’s machine carded, 

will it produce thread with the right 

texture? That’s usually where I look over 

the budget and snap back into reality. 

Someday, I’d love to get there.

More information on Coggeshall Farm 

Museum can be found online at 

www.coggeshallfarm.org.

Justin L. Squizzero is an artist with a historical bent.! As the 

Director of Historic Interpretation at Coggeshall Farm Museum, his 

medium ranges from wool and linen to soil and seeds in a three-

dimensional recreation of the past.! He lives in Providence, Rhode 

Island, where he pursues pen and ink drawing, American Fasola 

shape-note singing, and rings the bell of the First Baptist Church 

in America every Sunday morning.

Arianna Funk!is an independent costume historian, an international 

contributor to the academic blog Worn Through, and also keeps her 

own blog, Are Clothes Modern. In these pursuits, she uses a material 

culture approach to examine middle-class American identities and 

clothing in frontline museum interpretation. She lives in Uppsala, 

Sweden, where she studies Swedish, explores the local nature 

reserves, and sews clothing of all vintages.

4 Plimoth Plantation is a museum in Plymouth, Massachusetts that depicts life for colonial settlers and Wampanoag 

  peoples in the year 1627. All interpreters wear clothing appropriate to the year, but at the Wampanoag home site 

  they use a third-person voice, speaking in present day vernacular about 1627, while in the colonial village they 

  use a first-person voice, speaking as though the year were 1627. Mystic Seaport, Museum of America and the Sea, 

  is a maritime museum in Mystic, Connecticut. It is considered an “outdoor museum,” using historic buildings, 

  objects, and ships to suggest life in a coastal town in 1876. Unlike Plimoth Plantation, it’s not a specific 

  town. Their first-person living history program is one of many forms of interpretation used at Mystic Seaport.

Fig. 4 Coggeshall Farm Museum, Bristol, Rhode Island, 2010. Courtesy of Steven Squizzero. 

Note: Doing chores on the front stoop. Even in warmer weather, outer garments such as dresses, vests, and breeches 

     are often made of wool, while shirts and undergarments are often made of linen.

fig. 4

5 Effigy clothing is made to be dressed on a physical representation of a person (an “effigy”), and is usually 

  life-sized when part of a grave memorial. A legendary example is that of Queen Elizabeth I, on view at the  

  Tower of London, whose corset has been patterned for use in historic recreations.


